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Abstract 
We compute the fundamental group of an irreducible rational quintic curve applying Cremona 
transformations and covering methods. We find a non-abelian group which is also the fundamental 
group of a Q-homology sphere of dimension 3. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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Let C c l?” := p2(c) b e an irreducible curve of degree d. We define the group 
of the curve as Gc := 7rt (p2 \ C). The question of computing this group is already 
stated in [ 131. The problem is only solved for partial cases: smooth curves [ 131, nodal 
curves [4], generic plane sections of discriminants in linear systems of divisors on rational 
and elliptic curves [ 161 and other modem examples. 
It is well known. see [13], that the abelianized of this group, i.e., HI (p2 \ C, Z), is a 
cyclic group of order d. Then, the problem is solved if Gc is abelian. One can deduce 
also non-abelianity if Gc is an infinite group. In this paper we begin the study of Gc 
for irreducible curves of degree five. We describe an example where Gc is non-abelian 
and we sketch the strategy in order to find all such curves. 
In general, no sufficient and necessary conditions are known for this group to be non- 
abelian. There are some necessary conditions for the abelianity of Gc which extend 
results from P. Deligne and W. Fulton, given by M. Nori, see [lo]. For d < 4, there 
is only one irreducible curve (up to action of projective automorphisms) such that its 
group is non-abelian, see [13]: the quartic with three cusps. There are known examples 
of irreducible curves of degree six with non-abelian group, see [ 13,1,11]. 
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There is an interesting invariant which assures non-abelianity if it does not vanish. Let 
7rTTc : XC + P2 \ C be a cyclic covering of degree d (it is the universal abelian cover). We 
call b, the first Betti number of Xc;; this invariant is treated in [15,7,5,&l]. If b, > 0, 
then Gc is not abelian. Zariski proves in [ 141 that this invariant vanishes if d is a power 
of a prime number. Then, it does not detect the non-abelianity of the quartic with three 
cusps (it cannot be because in this case Gc is finite). 
Consider the case of small degrees. In order to get Gc for all curves of the same 
degree we can use the following theorem: 
Theorem [13]. Let {Ct}+t]O,I~ be un equisingular ,fumilv and Co be a reduced curve. 
Then there exists an epimorphism G(li, + Gc, (in purticular; if Gc,, is abelian, it is also 
the case for Gc,). 
Next definition is suggested by the theorem: 
Definition. Let C c lP2 be an irreducible curve. We say that C is a limit curve if, for 
each continuous family {Ct}tEIO.I~ such that {Ct}tE(O,l~ is equisingular and C = Cl, we 
have that Ca is a reducible curve. 
Corollary. There exists un irreducible curve C of degree d such that Gc is non-abelian 
if and only if there exists a limit curve of degree d with the same propert)]. 
Then, one intermediate step in order to compute the groups of the quintic curves is to 
describe the set of limit curves. Now, we are going to describe a special family of limit 
curves. 
Definition. Let C be a reduced plane projective curve. We define p(C) as the sum of 
Milnor numbers of all ‘singularities of C; we call it the Milnor number of C. If C is not 
reduced, we set p(C) = x. 
It is well known that for a continuous family {C~}tE[o,,l such that {Ct}tE(o,,l is 
equisingular and Ca is not equisingular with C,, we have p(CO) > p(Cl). The proof of 
the lemma below is straightforward. 
Lemma. Let C be an irreducible rational plane curve of degree d such that its singu- 
larities are locally irreducible. Then C is a limit curve. 
In this paper, we are going to compute explicitly the group of a limit quintic curve. 
Theorem. Let C be a limit curve of degree five whose singularities are a point PO of 
type A.6 (its local equation is x2 _ y’ = 0) and three ordinury cuspidal points PI, P2, P3 
(of type A!Q, i.e., huving local equations ZL’ ~ y3 = 0). Then: 
Gc = la,p,r,~: P? = o2 = ,:‘I’ = 1” = rufir. [CY, U] = [/I?, w] = [y, U] = 11; 
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in particular; it is not abelian as it has a quotient which is isomorphic to the injnite 
group of oriented isometries of the hyperbolic plane which preserve the tessellation of 
the plane by triangles having angles -ir/2, 7r/3, ~17. 
In Section 1 we construct this curve C and we study its main properties, namely the 
existence of a cyclic action of order three preserving the curve. The Cremona trans- 
formation of lF*, which helps us to prove the existence, is also useful to compute the 
group of C. In Section 2, we give a smooth model of the quotient of p2 by the cyclic 
action. In Section 3 we compute a fundamental group related with this quotient. These 
computations are used in Section 4 to give a suitable presentation of Gc, which implies 
the theorem stated above. 
In order to understand the properties of the group presentations which appear in the 
paper, we have used GAP, [ 121. 
1. Properties of C 
Let us denote LO the tangent line to C at Pa and, for i = 1,2,3, let us denote L, the 
line joining PO and Pi. 
Lemma. There are exactly two points {PO, PA} in C n Lo; Pi is a smooth point of C 
such that the tangent line to C at P,/ is not Lo and we have (C Lo)p(, = 4. 
Proof. Let us recall Max Noether’s formula, see [2, p. 5 181: let T and S be two germs of 
plane curves at a point P, with no common components. Let PO: PI ! . , P, be the com- 
mon infinitely near points of the two germs, where P = PO. We denote by m,(T), mi(S) 
the multiplicities of T and S at P,, i = 0. 1,. , r‘. Then, the intersection number of T 
and 5’ at P is: 
(T S)p = c mi(T)mi(S). 
i=O 
LO is the tangent line to C at PO; so, these two curves have at least two common 
infinitely near points PO and T. As the germ (C, PO) is an &-singularity, PO and T are 
double points of C. Then, (C L 0 p0 > 4. This intersection number is greater than 4 ) 
if there is another common infinitely near point; the next infinitely near point of C is 
also double, so (C . Lo)~, > 4 implies (C L 0 p(, 3 6. Using Bezout’s theorem, see [6, ) 
p. 1121, as C is irreducible, we have C Lo = 5, which is in contradiction with the last 
inequality. Then (C . Lo)p, = 4. 
Applying again Bezout’s theorem, we find another point P,’ # PO such that (C.Lo)q; = 
1, and it proves the statement of the lemma. 0 
Remark. In [3], A.I. Degtyarev has found the group of any quintic curve. He has found 
that there are exactly two irreducible quintic curves with non-abelian group: the one in 
this paper and a quintic with three Ad-singularities (with finite group). Degtyarev uses a 
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different Cremona transformation in order to compute the group; our independent work 
is more detailed and can help to understand [3]. 
Lemma. For i = 1.2,3, we get (C LL)el = 2 and (C . Li)p, = 2. It implies: 
- c n Li = {PO, Pz:Pi}, w zere I P,’ # Pi> PO is a smooth point of C; 
_ the tangent line to C at Pi is not Li, and 
_ the tangent line to C at Pi is not Li. 
Proof. The first statement is a straightforward consequence of Max Noether’s formula, 
because LO # L,. In the same way, we have 2 < (C . Li)p, < 3. 
Let C’ c p2 be the dual curve to C. We will use the *-exponent to denote the dual 
objects in @‘* to the objects in IID*. We recall the generalized Plucker formula: let d be 
the degree of C and let n be the degree of C* ; then 
72 = d(d - 1) - C (n),(P) + p(P) - 1) 
PESing(C) 
where m is the multiplicity and p is the Milnor number. 
In our case we get n = 4. It is easy to see that LG is an &j-singular point of C*; the 
tangent line is P,. Using the classical genus formula, see [9, p. 851, we deduce that it is 
its unique singular point. 
If (C Li)p, = 3, Li is the tangent line to C at Pi. Then, Lf is an ordinary inAexion 
point of C’. Repeating the arguments given in the last lemma, we deduce that (C” 
P$)L; = 4; then, it is the only intersection point of C* and P,‘. 
As the line Li contains PO, the point L,’ is in the line P,*. Then, this point is not in C*, 
so L, is not the tangent line to C at Pi and (C L7)pz = 2. The other statements follow 
immediately. 0 
Next lemma is straightforward: 
Lemma. Let us take the conic Q tangent to C at PO 
Pi, i = 1,2.3. Then it is irreducible, Q n C = {PO, 
(Q . C), = 2, i = 1,2,3 (see Fig. 1). 
and passing through the points 
PI, P2. P3}, (Q . C)P” = 4 and 
Let us denote by 20 c IF2 the reduced curve whose irreducible components are C, Lo, 
LI, L2, L3 and Q. 
We denote by 01 : g2 4 IF* the composition of the blowing-up maps of the points 
P2, i = 0, 1: 2,3, and the infinitely near point of C in the exceptional locus of the 
blowing-up of PO; we will denote this point by T. ’ 
Notation. For any blowing-up map (T : X + Y we will denote in the same way a curve 
D c Y and its proper transform in X; the exceptional locus of a blowing-up will be 
denoted in the same way as the point which has been blown up. We will use this notation 
everywhere in the paper. 
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Fig. 1. Fig. 2. 
Fig. 3 
We denote by PO, 9. P2, P3 the exceptional components of the first four blowing-up 
maps; the exceptional component of the last one will be called T (see Fig. 2). 
The five rational curves Lo: LI : L2, L3, Q are pairwise disjoint and their self-inter- 
sections equal to - 1. We denote by u2 : F2 --f S the composition of the blowing-down 
maps of these curves. We draw the result in Fig. 3. 
We have performed the same number of blowing-up and blowing-down maps, so S is 
the projective plane; in order to avoid confusion, we will denote it PT. The proof of the 
next lemma is straightforward using the description of go and ~2: 
Lemma. The curve C c IPT is a cuspidal cubic such that its singularpoint is Ez, in Fig. 3. 
The rational curves T: PO, Pl, Pz, P3 c $ are straight lines. We get CnT = {&, Lo}, 
& # Lo, and Pi n C = {Li, Ri}, R, # Pi, where Pi is tangent to C at R,, i = 1,2,3. 
Lemma. Let us consider the curve 2 := C U T U PO U PI U P2 U P3 c IF’: which appears 
in Fig. 3. This curve exists and it is projectively equivalent to the curve given by the 
equations: 
IX 
Proof. Let us take the cuspidal cubic C ~_ ’ ‘- :I:;. WC recall that c := C’ \, {i&J} possCsses 
an abelian group structure such that three points of i* are alignal it’ and only it’ their 
sum vanishes (the zero 0 of the group is the unique intlexion point). WC remark that (-‘ 
ih isomorphic to ,C. 
Air L,. I,?. L.? c- 1:). WC: deduce that 1.1 .- I,? a- I, 4 7 0. In the same way. L, + 212, : 
0. i 1. 2. 3; then 2( RI + 1~: - 1~3) :- 0. As ,2 has no torsion. we get that /{I. R,. II’; 
are aligned. 
Then. in order to find quations for ,7 we must tind the set of points I), wch that 
the three points of C.‘ (counted with multiplicity) whose tangents contain I’, arc aligned: 
we recall that the cuspidal cubic is wlf-dual. so u’c can draw three tangents through ;I 
generic point of l?f 
I-et us fix an equation for (’ (there is only one such a cubic up to pro.jcctivc automor- 
phism): 
(‘: Y%’ - .‘\‘y = 0. 
WC remark that the pararnctri7,atiorl ; : C - C’. where q(1) : - [f : t-’ : 11 _* is a group 
isomorphism. 
The equation of the tangent line IO (’ at the point ;(t) is 1’ 3t’X + ?I”% 0. Let 
us tind the point 0. By construction. it cannot lie on the tangent lint to C’ at the Gnpular 
point 12,) (the line Z = 0); then. WC may suppose that C) = 1.1, : 11 : I,. 
The values of t 5 C wch that (2 is in the tangent lint to (’ at g(t) arc the roots ol 
the equation 
We want these points to be aligned: as +Y is a group isomorphiwi. WC get that the sum 
of the three roots is Lero. i.e.. .I’ - 0. 
The line ‘I‘ contain5 I?,, and I). SO its equation is .Y = 0. The other point LU of (‘3 ‘I‘ 
is [0 : 0 : I], i.e.. the Hex of C ‘. 
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Then, Q may be any point of T different from RJJ and LO. It is easy to show that the 
subgroup of the projective group which preserves CUT acts transitively on T \ { RQ, Lo}. 
WefixQ:=[0:2:1]. 
The values of t such that Q is in the tangent line of C at p(t) are t = - 1, -5. -<. 
Then 
R, := [-1 : -1 : 11. R2 := [-< : -1 : 11. R3 := [-<: -1: 11. 
We get the equations for Pt! P2, P3 in the statement. 
The values of t corresponding with the other intersection points of these lines with C 
are t = 2,2<: 2<; then 
L, := [2 : 8 : 11. L2 := [2<:8: 11, L3 := [2<:8: I]. 
The equation of the line PO is Y - 82 = 0. 0 
2. A cyclic action of order three 
Even if we draw the real part of these curves, we cannot get a good look of their 
geometrical structure, in particular, because of the equations of the lines with nonreal 
coefficients. 
We see from the equations, that the holomorphic map cy : It”: -+ I$, such that 
D([X::1J:z]) := [&:1J:z], p reserves 2 and is of order three. It is possible that we 
may find interesting properties of the embedding 2 c IP:, looking at the image of 2 in 
the quotient IP~/cy. The surface P:/o is singular and we are going to look for a more 
suitable model in its birational class. 
The fixed points of Q are the points in the line T and the point E := [l : 0 : 01. We 
remark that the unique component of 2 containing E is the line Lo. Let us consider the 
ruled surface 
IF, := {([5:y:z]:[VJ]) ~lP2xP’/yz!=zU}; 
let us denote 7r : JF, --f iPT the restriction of the first projection; the map rr is the blowing- 
up of E in PT. We use again the convention for the notation of curves before and after 
the blowing-up. 
There exists a unique isomorphism cyt of Fr which commutes with a and T. It is easy to 
see that cyt ([x : y : z]? [u : w]) = ([{cc :y : z], [u : u]). Its fixed points are the points in T and 
in the exceptional component E = {[l : 0 : 0]} x p’ of 7r. Let us denote 21 := 71-l (2); 
its irreducible components are E and the proper transforms of those of 2. 
Proposition. Let 
~‘s:={([.~:y:z].[u:w])E~2X~‘~yw3=~~3}; 
then, the map u : IFI + IF3 given 6) 
a([zxy:z].[u:v]) := ([2:1J3:2].[u:u]), 
is u well-dejined jinite holomorphic 3-fold covering totally ramified over the disjoirll 
rutional smooth curves E := o(E) LEI~ ? := CT(T), bvhere: 
E = {[1 :O:O]} x P’ c F3. T = {(Co: t? : 21 ~ [II : u]) E IF3 / [u : r] E IF’}. 
In addition, the group of aldtorllorphisrlzs of the cor.ering is generclted by 01,. 
The proof of this proposition is an easy exercise. 
As they are ruled surfaces over P’. we need four charts to cover IFI and IF. We are 
going to write down the charts which cover IF, \ E and IIJ? \ E: 
G, q IF, k’, Lf IF, 
(.x., !I) H ([.c:y: 11% [!/: I]) (.1’. z) H ([5:1:3].[1:;]) 
r;? ‘f IF3 6 q F3 
(a.. y) H ([q?/? I].[!/: I]) (.r. ,?) H ([.Kl:s’],[l:z]). 
Fig. 4. C: X - Y = 0, RI: I? - 8 = 0. T: X = 0; P: (Y - 2)’ - 21X = 0. 
Fig. 5. C: X - Z* = 0. RI: 82 - 1 = 0, T: S = 0. P: (I - 22)’ - 27X = 0. 
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Let us express the covering ~7 in term of the charts: 
The image of the curve 2 c iFI by the covering cr is a curve 2 C F3; its irreducible 
components are: 
c := a(C). T := 0(T). P” := a(Po). P := a(P,) = Cr(P?) = a(q) 
and E. Let us denote 
Q := g(Q). E, := a(&). z := a(L,) = “(L2) = c7(Lj). 
Eo := a(R(j). x := 0(X,) = (T(R2) = n(R3). 
We recall that by construction -’ ~ZO(T, induces an analytic isomorphism from B” \ 20 
onto P: \ 2; in the same way, ST induces another analytic isomorphism from IF, \ 21 onto 
P:\Z. Finally, cr induces a 3-fold cyclic unramified covering from IFt \2t onto IFs\z. We 
get that cr07r-‘0~20~~’ 1s a 3-fold cyclic unramified covering from iT : iF2 \ 20 + IF3 \ 2. 
Let us describe 2 in the charts Us and V>. 
In Fig. 4, we have drawn the curve 2 in the chart b73, with the equations of its 
irreducible components. 
In Fig. 5, we have drawn 2 in the chart I’?, with the equations of its irreducible 
components. 
3. Computation of TI (IF3 \ Z) 
Let us consider the fiber bundle rrs : IF3 + P’, where 
7r3 ([x : y : z]. [7L : l>]) := pu : f!] 
ThisbundleinducesamapIFs\2+P’\{[S:l]}; we recall that Fe = 7rir.i’ ([8 : 11). The 
generic fiber of this map is diffeomorphic to P’ minus four points. We write down all 
nongeneric fibers: 
- [- 1 : 11: E is an As-singular point whose branches belong to p and 3. 
- [0: I]: Eo is an Al-singular point whose branches belong to ? and c. 
- [2 : 11: Q is an As-singular point whose branches belong to p and T. 
- [l : 01: xe is an A3-singular point whose branches belong to ? and 2;. 
In addition, the curve 2 has singular points in PO: 2: is an ordinary triple point whose 
branches belong to p, &, and 2;; ? n & and E f’ pa are two At -singular points. 
We are going to adapt the classical method of Zariski, see [ 131, to the fiber bundle ~3. 
Now, we need a meridian around each irreducible component of 2. 
We choose as generic fixed fiber n;’ ([4 : 11). Its intersection with the chart Uj is the 
affine line .y = 4 which will be identified with @ by means of the :r;-coordinate; we see 
in this affine line all the fiber but its point at infinity which corresponds to its intersection 
with E. 
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Fig. 6. 
We draw in Fig. 6 the affine line :y = 4 in lJ3, and its intersections with 2. We choose 
as base point someone whose x-coordinate is a big positive real number. 
We orient loops counterclockwise. We remark that t, p, c generate the fundamental 
groupofT;‘([4:1])\2 as free group. It is easy to show that the loop 
e := (tpc)-’ 
is homotopy-equivalent to a meridian of E. 
Let us take a tubular neighbourhood W of E c IF3 such that it cuts 2 only in J!? 
and &; we may choose W with a fibration such that pa n W and 7rq’ ([4 : 11) n W are 
fibers; we may suppose that the base point is in the boundary of W; in this case e is 
homotopy-equivalent to the counterclockwise-oriented boundary of 7rT1 ([4 : 11) n W. 
We choose now a meridian po of PO contained in the boundary of W and such that 
its projection to E is a meridian of E n p, = { [8 : l]} in E with base point [4 : l] as 
follows: we begin with a segment in the real axis between [4 : l] and [8 - E : 11, E > 0 
small enough, then we walk around once the counterclockwise-oriented boundary of a 
suitable small disk centered at [8 : 11, and finally we return to the base point by the same 
segment. 
From the classical theory, it is easy to see that t-p, c, e,po is a system of generators 
of ~1 (IF3 \ 2). Let us consider the relations: 
From the fiber. By construction, 
At: tpce = 1. 
From the base. The self-intersection of g is -3; from the boundary of the tubular 
neighbourhood we get, 
f?i: po = e3. 
From the monodromy around [8 : 11. We consider the projection of the loop po in the 
base P’. The pullback of the fibration is a trivial fibration over the interval [0, 11; a 
trivialization is given by the chart IJ3. The curves ?, c and p give a braid of three 
strings; we can identify po with the axis of braid. From the real part of the curve and the 
singularity type of the intersections with pa, we deduce that the braid is as in Fig. 7. 
The direction of the braid is from left to right. The relations induced by the braid are: 
Cl : Ipo, t] = 1, 
D,: p,‘cpa = pep-‘, 
D2: [po,pc] = 1. 






From the monodromy around [I : 01. The monodromy is defined by a path in the tubu- 
lar neighbourhood of E, whose image in IPt is as follows: we begin with a path 1 from 
[4 : l] to a point close to [l : 01, in the positive real axis which avoids [8 : I] in the positive 
sense; then we take the counter-clockwise oriented boundary d of a small disk centered 
at [l : 01; finally we go back to the base point following I-‘. 
We begin by describing the braid associated to 1, using the trivialization induced by vy. 
We get the braid in Fig. 8. The braid for the loop d is in Fig. 9. 
If we take loops in a generic fiber close to the fiber at [l : 0] as in Fig. 10, we can use 
the braid generated by d to get the relation (~‘t’)~ = (t’~‘)~. 
From the braid generated by 1, we have that 
c’ = c, p’ = c-$X, 
Finally, we get the relation 
&,: (Cty = (tc)! 
t’ = t. 
From the monodromy around [2: 11. We take the obvious loop and we get the braid 
in Fig. 11. The relation is: 
3;: (pt)” = (tp)! 
Fig. I I. 
c P” 




From the monodromy around [0 : I]. In this case we proceed as around [ 1 : 01. The 
braid which arrives near the fiber at [0: l] is in Fig. 12. The braid obtained around the 
fiber is in Fig. 13. 
In a generic fiber near niTj’([O: I]), we have three generators c”, t”: p” with the 
relation [c” , t”] = 1. From the braid in Fig. 12. we get: 
II c = c, t” = (ptp)-‘t(ptp). p” = (tp)-‘p(@). 
Then, we get: 
G,: [C: (p@-‘t(ptl.‘)] = I. 
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From the monodromy around [- 1 : I]. The first braid is in Fig. 14. And the braid 
around the fiber is in Fig. 15. 
We have generators t”‘, c”‘. p”‘, with the relation (c”‘p”‘)* = (p”‘~“‘)~. From the 
braid in Fig. 14. we get: 
t”’ = &pc)- ‘t(ptpc), c”’ = c, p”’ = (tp)-‘p(tp). 
Then 
7-1,: (c(fp)-‘p(tp))2 = ((rp))‘p(tp)c)‘. 
We have proved: 
4. A presentation for ~1 (JP’ \ C) 
Let us explain the genera1 strategy to get ~1 (P’ \ C). Using the corresponding diffeo- 
morphisms, we identify 
7r,(IF, \2,)=7+\2) =7rI(~2\20); 
let us consider the monodromy of the unramified covering iT induced by the 3-action; it 
is an epimorphism /L : ~1 (IF3 \ 2) + Z/32 such that 
j/(c) = 1 mod3, p(t) = -1 mod3 
and the other generators are in kerp. Then, ~1 (P2 \ 20) = ker/L. 
Next step is to find meridians around the conic Q and the lines L,, i = 0. 1,2.3; we 
must write down these meridians in terms of the presentation given for ~1 (P2 \ 20); 
then we consider the quotient of this group by the normal subgroup generated by the 
meridians is 7rt (P’ \ C). 
In our case this strategy is rather complicated because it is not easy to follow the 
meridians of the curves in P2. We are going to proceed as follows. 
We construct a diagram 
such that ii, is the composition of a sequence of blowing-up maps and @t is the pullback. 
Let us describe the sequence. 
We start with the point E E Ej. We blow up this point and we denote 2. the exceptional 
component as usual. 
Now, we are going to construct two sequences of blowing-up maps over the points Q 
and La; they are organized in the same way, so we will explain them simultaneously. 
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Fig. 16. 
Over each one of these points we are going to make a sequence of four blowing-up 
maps which appear in Fig. 16. We have marked the points which are blown up: weights 
not in brackets represent self-intersections of the corresponding curves (we have omitted 
self-intersections of T). We will explain later the weights in brackets. 
If we consider this sequence over 0, the curve p is transversal to the exceptional 
locus and intersects it in one point of i; in the case of Eo, the curve c is transversal to 
the exceptional locus and intersects it in one point of Cu. 
We have constructed i?, : @3 - F.J. Let 2.~ := Z,‘(g); it is clear that 51 induce an 
isomorphism from @3 \ 2, onto F3 \ 2. Then, we may consider b : TI(@~ \ 2,) + Z/32. 
the monodromy of the unramified covering obtained in the natural way. 
We recall that the meridians of an irreducible curve are all conjugated: as Z/32 is 
abelian, all meridians of a given irreducible curve have the same image, which is an 
invariant of the curve. For the exceptional curves over a and 210, this invariant is the 
weight in brackets mod3: it is an easy task to calculate these invariants. h _ 
The map Z:IFl + IF3 and the map ii:IFl - - IF, is a sequence of blowing-up maps. We 
are going to describe the surface I!?,. 
Over 0 and Lo, the covering ii is only ramified on the components whose weight in 
brackets is not zero. Let us remark that the preimage of the curves with bracket-weight 
zero under the covering is connected (there two ramification points in each one). We 
need next result to construct the covering: 
Lemma. Let X, Y be smooth surjkces and o : X -+ Y be an TL-fold cyclic rami’ed 
covering. 
(I) Let D C Y be a smooth compact curve such that o is totally ramijed over D and 
D be a connected component of the discriminant locus of o. Then, there exists 
m E Z such that (D . D)l- = ‘urn and (a-‘(D) . a-‘(D))x = ‘m. 
(2) Let D C Y be a smooth compact cunle such that o is ramified over a discrete 
subset of D and gp’ (D) be cowlected. Then (0-l (D) .o-’ (D))x = n( D . D)y. 
Applying this lemma, we can describe @I. The curve 5-l (z) has three irreducible 
components; their images by ir are the points L 1~ Lly L3 E IFI. 
Let us take know 8-l (0) and Z?’ (r-0); we can see them in the left-hand arrangement 
of Fig. 17. The blowing-down maps in the order of the curves cy, /‘l, y> 6 are contained 
in ?? in both cases: the sequences are explained in Fig. 17. We remark that the image of 
these curves by +? are Q. in the case of C-‘(G). and LO, in the case of ?‘(Eo). 
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Fig. 17. 
Then. it is easy to prove: 






The mup ir is the composition of the blowing-down maps of the curves LI , L?, LJ 
and the curves CI’; 13, i, (I in P’(Q) and ?‘(Lo). 
There exists a map 00 : @I + @’ which is the composition of the blowing-down 
mups of ?he cunles E c @I (it is a -l-curve by meuns of the pullback) and the 
curves (v, ,13. y in ?I(&) and P’(&). 
The image of 6-‘(z) by a0 is L1 U L? U Lj. 
In the case of 5-l iZ ( o), the image by o~g of 6 is Lo and the image of cy, /I, 7 is 
a point in Lo. 
In the case qf ?‘(&). the image by a0 of 5 is Q and the image of o, 13, 7 is a 
point F in Q which is smooth in the whole curve. 
Let 20 C @3 be the curve obtained from 23 by eliminating the following irreducible 
components: L and the two curves 6. We have shown: 
Proposition. Let F e IP’ be the imqe of F E F2 by al; we have that F $ C. Then, 
there exists a 3-fold qclic tlnrakfied covering 
IP’ \ (C u {F}) 4 IF3 \ Z@ 
Let ,i:7r,(IF~ \ 20) --* Z/32 be the monodromy of the covering. It follotils that 
~1 (IP’ \ C) = XI (P’ \ (C U {F})) = kerp. 
In order to get ~1 (IF3 \ To), we must take the quotient of 7rl(??, \ 23) by the meridians 
of L and the two curves 6. Relations needed are: 
q: pcpo = 1, 32: (pt)” = 1. $22: (ptp)-‘P(pQ)c = 1. 
Eliminating redundant relations, we get: 
TI (F? \ 20) = IP, c.t.~.po: d,,B,,C1:2)3.E1,32,~2,IH,l. 
We need to simplify this presentation. 
Proposition. ~1 (IF3 \ 20) = 10, e: u3 = 1, e6 = seal and b(n)fi(e) = 1 modX 
Proof. Let us consider the next compatible relations: 
Al: t = e2. fg3: (fp)tytp)yc = 1. XFI,: [t’,p-‘Pp-11 = 1. 
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We get: 
Using first relations it is easy to see that ‘Ft, and 7-12 are equivalent. Relation & is equiva- 
lent to & applying F22; AZ is easy to be found and C, is a consequence of other relations. 
Using AI, Z?, and Z& we eliminate ~0~ t, p. The transformation for the other relations 
is following: 
&*: [e2, cc%] =1, Fj3: (ce)‘. &: (cc)-‘$(ce)c = 1, 
X3: [e6,ce9c] = 1; 
we get n1(F3 \ 20) = 1c.e: Ez,J?,G~,‘F~~I. 
We take a = ce and get the presentation of the statement. 0 
Proof. Using the Reidemeister-Schreier algorithm, we get: 
7r, (P \ c) = IX,y,z: (.‘.ya)’ = ,y, (y-‘.# = ,“. (zcy) = 21. 
It is easy to see that: 
7r, (P’ \ c) = Ix, y> 2: (1;y$ = y, iTI-4 = yx, .ryx = y-“;yI. 
If we consider o, = yzy, 0, = y:c, -)l = .z,yz, we get: 
7r,(lP\C)=Io,,i(j,*~,: Q~=;$=$=o,/~,r$ 
Let us denote u = N; E Z(G) and jz = $. Then 
7r@‘\c) = la,,/~lJ2,u: ‘U = (1; = 13; = Q,j3,Y?> 7; = 2). 
Let us take o = u-~cY,, ,3 = u-‘dl, y = IL-‘~z. ‘(1 = ,u-‘. We get the proposition. 0 
Proof of the Main Theorem. ~1 (JF”\C) is a central extension of the cyclic group of order 
10 by the subgroup of the group of orientation-preserving isometries of the hyperbolic 
plane which respect the tessellation of the plane by triangles of angles n/2, 7r/3, 7r/7. 
This subgroup is infinite and non-abelian. 0 
In addition, TT, (P’\C) is an extension by the cyclic group of 5 elements of its derivated 
subgroup which is isomorphic to the fundamental group of Seifert 3-manifold over the 
2-sphere with exceptional fibers of order 2, 3, 7, which is a homology sphere. 
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